
Tuesday 12/06/2022
Week 2

Visual Arts
Snowy Evergreens
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

VA:Cr2.1.4a Explore and invent art-making techniques and approaches.
VA:Cr2.3.4a Document, describe, and represent regional constructed environments.

Students will be able to...
- Recognize importance of detail in art
- Create artwork using mixed media
- Discover foreground and background

Vocabulary
Background: what appears further away from the viewer

Foreground: what appears closest to the viewer

Perspective: creates an illusion of adding depth to a work of art

Mixed media: artwork composed from a combination of different materials
Essential Question
What materials did we use to practice mixed media?

What did you add in the foreground of your picture? What about the background?

Did you add any other details to your picture?
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Introduction:
Teacher: "Hello amazing artists!"
Students: "Hello amazing art teacher!"

Begin by having two students handout the sketchbooks/nametags if they have not done so already. Tell the students to
open their sketchbooks to the next blank page. Review the rules for sketchbooks and receiving materials. (Only use
pencils for sketches, leave materials handed out alone until told to use them). Show sketch prompt of the day on
document camera: Draw a snowman/gingerbread man with an outfit and setting.

While students are sketching, hand out black cardstock paper (one per student), picture instructions handout, and one
box of oil pastels. Tell students they will need scissors and a glue stick for the lesson. Ask if anyone needs scissors or
glue and give to students that need them. Once supplies are handed out, tell students to finish sketch and close
sketchbook when finished.

"Today we are going to be creating a snowy-winter landscape by using oil pastels. Does anyone remember the last time
we used oil pastels?"
Flip slide over to read goals/objectives. Have three students read the goals and objectives. Change next slide on
document camera to vocabulary. Have volunteers read the vocabulary words.

"Today we will be using oil pastels and paper and glue to practice using mixed media. The first thing we are going to do is
create the branches of the tree. To do this, use a brown oil pastel and draw four horizontal lines starting from the bottom
and going to the top longer to shorter. Do not draw them close together, they should be equally spread out from the top of
the page to the bottom. Add smaller branches to the end of your branches. Next, we are going to use the light and dark
green oil pastels to draw the pine needles. The needles start long toward the base of the branch, then get smaller toward
the end of the branch. They are straight/curved lines going toward the end of the branch. After you have drawn the pine
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needles, add snow to your branches. Snow falls on top of the branches, so do not put snow underneath the branches.
You made add snowflakes in the sky to show snow falling. We must now add a snowy hill to our background on the
bottom of the page. Fill in the snowy hill. Make sure to color around your branches and not over them. Add smaller trees
in the background on top of the hill to make them look far away. I make these trees by drawing upside down 'v's. You
may add your own details to the hill if you would like, such as a snowman, sled, house, or reindeer. Now we must add the
lights to our tree. I have three color lights to choose from; red, green, and blue. You may choose three papers; all one
color or a mix of colors. Once you get the lights, cut them out and glue them onto your branches. Then you are going to
take the same color oil pastel as your lights and add a "glow" to them to make it look like they are lit. I added a white
curved line to my lights to make them look shiny."

Once students finish their drawings, have students pick up materials (oil pastels, glue sticks, scissors). Remind students
when they are picking up oil pastels that they must be straight up and down and flat in the box.

Self-Assessment/ Reflection:

Did you add any more details to the background?

What would you do differently next time if you did this again?

How did you make trees look close up/ further away?

Closing:
"See you later, alligator!"
"After a while. crocodile!"

Formative Assessments
Checklists
A list of easily identifiable components that can be marked as successful, making progress, needs support, etc.
Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Signals
Movement to signal understanding. Hand signals such a Thumbs-Up, Thumbs-Down; Point and Identify
Peer and Self-Assessment
Assists in recognizing what was of value in their learning and performance, and to identify gaps and opportunities for
revision (Andrade 2010;Topping 2013) Students reflect on the quality of their own or their classmate's work, compare it
to explicitly stated criteria, judge how well it reflects the criteria, and make suggestions for revision and improvement
(Andrade 2010).

Instructional Strategies
s Check for Understanding
s Expectations
HOM.CK.11 Creating, imagining, and innovating

Materials / Resources / Technology
• Black construction paper
• Oil pastels
• Colored paper lights
• Scissors
• Glue stick
• Finished example
• Google slides presentation
• Document camera

Differentiation / Modifications
Visual step-by-step instructions as visual aid
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Adapt content for student ability
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